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Introduction To International Relations Enduring Questions And
Contemporary Perspectives
While dramatic changes taking place in the Middle East offer important opportunities to the Kurdish century-long struggle for recognition,
serious obstacles seem to keep reemerging every time the Kurds anywhere make progress. The large Kurdish geography, extending from
western Iran to near the eastern Mediterranean, and a century of repression and denial have engendered various Kurdish groups with
competing and at times conflicting views and goals. The Kurds in the Middle East: Enduring Problems and New Dynamics, with an emphasis
on continuity and change in the Kurdish Question, brings together a group of well-known scholars to shed light on this complex issue.
Aimed at advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate students, this book covers the theory of foreign policy analysis. Beginning with an
overview, it then tackles theory and research at multiple levels of analysis, ending with an examination of the areas in which the next
generation of foreign policy analysts can make important contributions.
The modern discipline of International Relations (IR) is largely an Anglo-American social science. It has been concerned mainly with the
powerful states and actors in the global political economy and dominated by North American and European scholars. However, this focus can
be seen as Eurocentrism. Decolonizing International Relations exposes the ways in which IR has consistently ignored questions of
colonialism, imperialism, race, slavery, and dispossession in the non-European world. The first part of the book addresses the form and
historical origins of Eurocentrism in IR. The second part examines the colonial and racialized constitution of international relations, which
tends to be ignored by the discipline. The third part begins the task of retrieval and reconstruction, providing non-Eurocentric accounts of
selected themes central to international relations. Critical scholars in IR and international law, concerned with the need to decolonize
knowledge, have authored the chapters of this important volume. It will appeal to students and scholars of international relations, international
law, and political economy, as well as those with a special interest in the politics of knowledge, postcolonial critique, international and regional
historiography, and comparative politics. Contributions by: Antony Anghie, Alison J. Ayers, B. S. Chimni, James Thuo Gathii, Siba N'Zatioula
Grovogui, Branwen Gruffydd Jones, Sandra Halperin, Sankaran Krishna, Mustapha Kamal Pasha, and Julian Saurin
The claim that open trade promotes peace has sparked heated debate among scholars and policymakers for centuries. Until recently,
however, this claim remained untested and largely unexplored. Economic Interdependence and International Conflict clarifies the state of
current knowledge about the effects of foreign commerce on political-military relations and identifies the avenues of new research needed to
improve our understanding of this relationship. The contributions to this volume offer crucial insights into the political economy of national
security, the causes of war, and the politics of global economic relations. Edward D. Mansfield is Hum Rosen Professor of Political Science
and Co-Director of the Christopher H. Browne Center for International Politics at the University of Pennsylvania. Brian M. Pollins is Associate
Professor of Political Science at Ohio State University and a Research Fellow at the Mershon Center.
The League of Nations occupies a fascinating yet paradoxical place in human history. Over time, it’s come to symbolize both a path to peace
and to war, a promising vision of world order and a utopian illusion, an artifact of a bygone era and a beacon for one that may still come. As
the first experiment in world organization, the League played a pivotal, but often overlooked role in the creation of the United Nations and the
modern architecture of global governance. In contrast to conventional accounts, which chronicle the institution’s successes and failures
during the interwar period, Cottrell explores the enduring relevance of the League of Nations for the present and future of global politics. He
asks: What are the legacies of the League experiment? How do they inform current debates on the health of global order and US leadership?
Is there a "dark side" to these legacies? Cottrell demonstrates how the League of Nations’ soul continues to shape modern international
relations, for better and for worse. Written in a manner accessible to students of international history, international relations and global
politics, it will also be of interest to graduates and scholars.
This book analyzes the duality of IR theory, how it is possible for such theory to both explain and inform international politics, and discusses
the dialectical approach to theorizing international politics as way to reconcile the analytical and the critical function of such theory.
MySearchLab provides students with a complete understanding of the research process so they can complete research projects confidently
and efficiently. Students and instructors with an internet connection can visit www.MySearchLab.com and receive immediate access to
thousands of full articles from the EBSCO ContentSelect database. In addition, MySearchLab offers extensive content on the research
process itself--including tips on how to navigate and maximize time in the campus library, a step-by-step guide on writing a research paper,
and instructions on how to finish an academic assignment with endnotes and bibliography.- Edited by two of the most respected international
relations scholars, "International Politics "places contemporary essays alongside classics to survey the field's diverse voices, concepts, and
issues. Challenging students to use original scholarship to recognize and analyze patterns in world politics, this bestselling reader considers
how to effectively understand politics under governments and beyond. Carefully edited selections cover the most essential topics and are put
into conversation with each other to illustrate fundamental debates and differing points of view. Comprehensive and engaging, "International
Politics" offers the best overview of the discipline as well as the forces shaping the world today.
Donald Trump’s election has called into question many fundamental assumptions about politics and society. Should the forty-fifth president
of the United States make us reconsider the nature and future of the global order? Collecting a wide range of perspectives from leading
political scientists, historians, and international-relations scholars, Chaos in the Liberal Order explores the global trends that led to Trump’s
stunning victory and the impact his presidency will have on the international political landscape. Contributors situate Trump among past
foreign policy upheavals and enduring models for global governance, seeking to understand how and why he departs from precedents and
norms. The book considers key issues, such as what Trump means for America’s role in the world; the relationship between domestic and
international politics; and Trump’s place in the rise of the far right worldwide. It poses challenging questions, including: Does Trump’s
election signal the downfall of the liberal order or unveil its resilience? What is the importance of individual leaders for the international
system, and to what extent is Trump an outlier? Is there a Trump doctrine, or is America’s president fundamentally impulsive and
scattershot? The book considers the effects of Trump’s presidency on trends in human rights, international alliances, and regional conflicts.
With provocative contributions from prominent figures such as Stephen M. Walt, Andrew J. Bacevich, and Samuel Moyn, this timely collection
brings much-needed expert perspectives on our tumultuous era.

"This book offers readers an alternative history of the origins of the discipline of International Relations. Conventional, western
histories of the discipline point to 1919 as the year of the 'birth of the discipline' with two seminal initiatives - setting up of the first
Chair of IR at Aberystwyth and the founding of the Institute of International Relations on the side-lines of the Paris Peace
Conference. From these events, International Relations is argued to have been established as a path to create peace in the postWar era and facilitated through a scientific study of international affairs. International Relations was therefore, both a field of study
and knowledge production and a plan of action. This pathbreaking book challenges these claims by presenting an alternative
narrative of International Relations. In this book, we make three interconnected arguments. First, we argue that the natal moment
in the founding of IR is not World War I - as is generally believed - but the Second Anglo Boer War. Second, we argue that the
ideas, methods and institutions that led to the making of IR were first thrashed out in South Africa - in Johannesburg, in fact.
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Finally, this South African genealogy of IR, we show in the book, allows us to properly investigate the emergence of academic IR
at the interstices of race, Empire and science"-This volume argues that middle powers are important to 21st Century world politics in performing roles as (aspiring) global middle
powers, regional pivots, and niche leaders. This claim is based on an analysis of the foreign policies of nine (aspiring) middle
powers from the Near East, East Asia, and Europe.--Piero Ignazi, University of Bologna
Invaluable to students and those approaching the subject for the first time, An Introduction to International Relations, Second
Edition provides a comprehensive and stimulating introduction to international relations, its traditions and its changing nature in an
era of globalisation. Thoroughly revised and updated, it features chapters written by a range of experts from around the world. It
presents a global perspective on the theories, history, developments and debates that shape this dynamic discipline and
contemporary world politics. Now in full-colour and accompanied by a password-protected companion website featuring additional
chapters and case studies, this is the indispensable guide to the study of international relations.
Explores methods and concepts of political anthropology and explains how they can be used for the analysis of international
relations and internationalized politics.
Designed to complement the main themes of any introductory IR course, Snow’s bestselling text presents original case studies
that survey the state of the international system and look in-depth at issues of current interest. The cases are extremely timely,
geopolitically diverse, accessibly written, and of high interest and salience amidst today’s headlines. The eighth edition features
18 shorter case studies—four more than the previous edition, each of which is designed to be highly accessible and read in a single
sitting, allowing for an expansion in the number of topics covered. New and updated topics include petrolism, diplomacy,
instruments of power, the universality of human rights, cybersecurity and cyberwar, terrorism, and nuclear proliferation.
Neumann and Wigen counter Euro-centrism in the study of international relations by providing a full account of political
organisation in the Eurasian steppe from the fourth millennium BCE up until the present day. Drawing on a wide range of
archaeological and historical secondary sources, alongside social theory, they discuss the pre-history, history and effect of what
they name the 'steppe tradition'. Writing from an International Relations perspective, the authors give a full treatment of the steppe
tradition's role in early European state formation, as well as explaining how politics in states like Turkey and Russia can be
understood as hybridising the steppe tradition with an increasingly dominant European tradition. They show how the steppe
tradition's ideas of political leadership, legitimacy and concepts of succession politics can help us to understand the policies and
behaviour of such leaders as Putin in Russia and Erdogan in Turkey.
Building Your IR Theory Toolbox provides undergraduate students with the theoretical framework for understanding events in
world politics. It covers all the major IR theories—realism, liberalism, Marxism, social constructivism, feminism, and
postmodernism—along with various iterations, including neorealism, neoliberal institutionalism, and dependency theory. Each
chapter offers a discussion of how the theory applies to one or more actual cases in world politics, a wrap-up section with a key
take-home message, and an annotated list of further readings. Chapters also include a “Thinking Like . . .” feature that allows
students to view the world through different theoretical lenses. Written in an informal style designed to be engaging to the typical
freshman or sophomore undergraduate, it is the perfect supplement for introduction to international relations or world politics
courses.
This volume ... systematically considers the nature of the state, the concept of sovereignty and the challenges globalisation and
cosmopolitanism.--Provided by publisher.

A rich and diverse collection of theoretical essays and excerpts, this volume divides and organizes the material by
category for clarity and comprehensiveness. Selections range from the works of Thucydides to Alexander Wendt and
comprise a rich and thorough overview of International Relations literature.
The Globalization of World Politics, the bestselling introduction to international relations, offers the most comprehensive
coverage of the key theories and global issues in world politics. The eighth edition engages with contemporary global
challenges, featuring a brand new chapter on Refugees and Forced Migration and updated coverage of decolonization to
ensure the book continues to cover those topics that will define the key issues in IR into the future. Tailored pedagogical
features help readers to evaluate key IR debates and apply theory and concepts to real world events. A fully updated
Opposing Opinions feature facilitates critical and reflective debate on contemporary policy challenges, from decolonising
universities to debates over migration and the state. Leading scholars in the field introduce readers to the history, theory,
structures and key issues in IR, providing students with an ideal introduction and a constant guide throughout their
studies. Students and lecturers are further supported by extensive online resources to encourage deeper engagement
with content: Student resources: International relations simulations encourage students to develop negotiation and
problem solving skills by engaging with topical events and processes IR theory in practice case studies encourage
students to apply theories to current and evolving global events Video podcasts from contributors help students to
engage with key issues and cases in IR Guidance on how to evaluate the Opposing Opinions feature, supporting
students to engage in nuanced debate over key policy challenges Interactive library of links to journal articles, blogs and
video content to deepen students' understanding of key topics and explore their research interests Flashcard glossary to
reinforce understanding of key terms Multiple choice questions for self-study help students to reinforce their
understanding of the key points of each chapter Revision guide to consolidate understanding and revise key terms and
themes Instructor Resources: Case studies help to contextualise and deepen theoretical understanding Test bank - fully
customisable assessment questions to test and reinforce students' understanding of key concepts Question bank - a
bank of short answer and essay questions to promote students' critical reflection on core issues and themes within each
chapter Customisable PowerPoint slides help to support effective teaching preparation Figures and tables from the book
allow clear presentation of key data and support students' data analysis
Essentails of Internatioanl Relations covers the field's core concepts and offers professors the freedom to supplement
their courses with additional texts from the Norton Series in World Politics. This second edition features new chapters on
globalizing issues, addressing scarcity of resources, growing populations and cross-cultural ethics. An accessible and
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authoritative coverage, this text should provide students with the analytical tools they need for study in this dynamic field.
This book is a brief and penetrating introduction to the study of world politics in an era of complex interdependence. This
text employs lessons from both theory and history to evaluate conflict and cooperation among global actors and to
provide students with a resilient analytical framework. From twentieth and twenty-first century conflicts to global trade and
finance, global governance, and the information revolution, this book expands substantially on previous editions of this
classic work to provide a lucid and thought-provoking survey of international relations today.
Journalist and foreign policy expert John Norris provides a compelling and rich story of the U.S. Agency for International
Development, or AID. In totality, the work of AID has touched millions and millions of lives in ways that have been truly
profound, both good and bad. On the Eve of AID’s 60th anniversary, Norris shares history on an almost epic scale that
remains largely untold.
This book distills the essential elements of world politics, both the enduring characteristics as well as the revolutionary
changes that may be altering the very fabric of the centuries-old state system. Author J. Martin Rochester explores all the
important topics that one would expect to find in an IR text (war, diplomacy, foreign policy, international law and
organization, the international economy, and more) but injects fresh perspectives on how globalization and other
contemporary trends are affecting these issues. In addition, the author does so through a highly engaging, lively writing
style that will appeal to today's students. Fundamental Principles of International Relations is a tightly woven treatment of
international politics past and present, drawing on the latest academic scholarship while avoiding excessive jargon and
utilizing pedagogical aids while avoiding clutter. Rochester ultimately challenges the reader to think critically about the
future of a post-Cold War and post-9/11 world that is arguably more complex, if not more dangerous, than some previous
eras, with the potential for promise as well as peril.
This clear and concise text takes as its starting point the theoretical frameworks that are the foundation of current
international relations. Kaufman explains the traditional theories, but also makes a place for understanding the areas that
lie outside of or cannot be explained by those approaches. Although levels of analysis are the primary unifying force, the
book also assesses what this approach does not explain about the contemporary international system.
Written by three leading scholars in the field of International Relations, this textbook provides an authoritative introduction
to the discipline, including coverage of security studies, international political economy, international organizations and
non-state actors. A comprehensive history chapter also helps students to appreciate the key developments that created
today's political landscape. The book frames each chapter around an enduring question; long-standing dilemmas that
have engaged generations of IR scholars and students—such as why do wars occur, and how can economic benefits be
shared more equally—demonstrating the continuing relevance of these issues and ideas. A collection of innovative
learning tools equips students with the skills they need for sound analysis of today’s headlines. The textbook is ideal for
undergraduate and master degree students who are taking introductory courses on International Relations, Global
Politics and World Politics.
A 'Day 0' introduction to International Relations. Written by a range of emerging and established experts, the chapters offer a
broad sweep of the basic components of International Relations and the key contemporary issues that concern the discipline. The
narrative arc forms a complete circle, taking readers from no knowledge to competency.
The book is written for active learners – those keen on cutting their own path through the complex and at times hardly
comprehensible world of THEORY in International Relations. To aid this process as much as possible, this book employs the
didactical and methodical concept of integrating teaching and self-study. The criteria for structured learning about IR theory will be
derived from an extensive discussion of the questions and problems of philosophy of science (Part 1). Theory of IR refers to the
scientific study of IR and covers all of the following subtopics: the role and status of theory in the academic discipline of IR; the
understanding of IR as a science and what a ""scientific"" theory is; the different assumptions upon which theory building in IR is
based; the different types of theoretical constructions and models of explanations found at the heart of particular theories; and the
different approaches taken on how theory and the practice of international relations are linked to each other. The criteria for the
structured learning process will be applied in Part 2 of the book during the presentation of five selected theories of International
Relations. The concept is based on ""learning through example"" – that is, the five theories have been chosen because, when
applying the criteria developed in Part 1 of the book, each single theory serves as an example for something deeply important to
learn about THEORY of IR more generally.
This book provides an authoritative account of the controversy about the first great debate in the field of International Relations. Of
all the self-images of International Relations, none is as pervasive and enduring as the notion that a great debate pitting idealists
against realists took place in the 1940s. The story of the first great debate continues to structure the contemporary identity of
International Relations, yet in recent years revisionist historians have challenged the conventional wisdom that the field
experienced such a debate. Drawing on expert contributors working in Canada, Europe, the United Kingdom, and the United
States, this book includes key participants in the historiographical controversy. The book assembles the existing scholarship and
provides a thorough analysis of the status of the first great debate in the history of International Relations. It is an invaluable
examination of the causes and future direction of idealist and realist arguments. International Relations and the First Great Debate
will be of interest to students and scholars concerned with the foundations of International Relations.
Stephen Krasner has been one of the most influential theorists within international relations and international political economy
over the past few decades. Power, the State, and Sovereignty is a collection of his key scholarly works. The book includes both a
framing introduction written for this volume, and a concluding essay examining the relationship between academic research and
the actual making of foreign policy. Drawing on both his extensive academic work and his experiences during his recent role within
the Bush administration (as Director for Policy Planning at the US State department) Krasner has revised and updated all of the
essays in the collection to provide a coherent discussion of the importance of power, ideas, and domestic structures in world
politics. Progressing through a carefully structured evaluation of US domestic politics and foreign policy, international politics and
finally sovereignty, this volume is essential reading for all serious scholars of international politics.
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Forfatterens mål med denne bog er: 1) Analyse af de gældende teorier for international politik og hvad der heri er lagt størst vægt
på. 2) Konstruktion af en teori for international politik som kan kan råde bod på de mangler, der er i de nu gældende. 3) Afprøvning
af den rekonstruerede teori på faktiske hændelsesforløb.
In the twenty-first century, democracies across the globe are in crisis. The strength of basic democratic institutions and core
enduring political principles and values are eroding in key regions and countries. Authoritarian regimes are rising and populist
leaders are emerging. Democracy in Crisis across the World weaves threads of history and politics in two parts to analyze how
long this trend may last and what the future may bring. By first examining the state of democracy in Sub-Saharan Africa, Eastern
Europe, Western Europe, Latin America, and the Middle East and North Africa, the second part of the collection highlights to
democratic trajectory of India, China, Russia, and the United States. Ending with a look at how the world’s governments have
responded to the coronavirus pandemic, contributors argue that unless democracy is defended with resolution and nurtured with
resilience, it will fall.
In this new work, one of the world's leading historians of US foreign relations, Lloyd E.Ambrosius, addresses enduring questions
about American political culture and statecraft by focusing on President Woodrow Wilson and the United States in international
relations during and after World War I. Updated to include recent historiography as well as an original introduction and conclusion,
Woodrow Wilson and American Internationalism features nine different essays closely linked together by the themes of Wilson's
understanding of Americanism, his diplomacy to create a new world order in the wake of World War I, and the legacy of his foreign
policy. Examining the exclusive as well as universal dimensions of Wilsonianism, Ambrosius assesses not only Wilson's role
during his presidency but also his legacy in defining America's place in world history. Speaking to the transnational turn in
American history, Ambrosius shows how Wilson's liberal internationalist vision of a new world order would shape US foreign
relations for the next century.
This book explains how geopsychology is different from mainstream international relations theories, arguing that peace and
stability in the troubled parts of the world warrants understanding the psychological dispositions of non-state actors and
authoritarian regimes.
Developing an original theoretical approach to understanding the roots of regional conflict and cooperation, International Relations
in the Middle East explores domestic and international foreign policy dynamics for an accessible insight into how and why Middle
Eastern regional order has changed over time. Highlighting interactions between foreign policy trajectories in a range of states
including Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Saudi Arabia, Syria and Turkey, Ewan Stein identifies two main drivers of foreign policy and
alignments: competitive support-seeking and ideological externalisation. Clearly linking political, ideological and foreign policy
dynamics, Stein demonstrates how the sources of regional antagonisms and solidarities are to be found not in the geopolitical
chessboard, but in the hegemonic strategies of the region's pivotal powers. Making the case for historical sociology - in particular
the work of Antonio Gramsci and Louis Althusser - as the most powerful lens through which to understand regional politics in the
Middle East, with wider implications for the study of regional order elsewhere.
Realism and International Relations provides students with a critical yet sympathetic survey of political realism in international
theory. Using six paradigmatic theories - Hans Morgenthau, Kenneth Waltz, the Prisoners' Dilemma, Thucydides, Machiavelli, and
Hobbes - the book examines realist accounts of human nature and state motivation, international anarchy, system structure and
the balance of power, international institutions, and morality in foreign policy. Donnelly argues that common realist propositions not
only fail to stand up to scrutiny but are rejected by many leading realists as well. He argues that rather than a general theory of
international relations, realism is best seen as a philosophical orientation or research program that emphasizes - in an insightful
yet one-sided way - the constraints imposed by individual and national egoism and international anarchy. Containing chapter-bychapter guides to further reading and discussion questions for students, this book offers an accessible and lively survey of the
dominant theory in International Relations.
WORLD POLITICS: THE MENU FOR CHOICE continues to be a sophisticated and broad theoretical orientation to the study of
world politics, giving students the tools they need to adapt to the rapid change associated with international relations. The 10th
Edition features 15 chapters, instead of 17, increased coverage of international law and organization, and a new feature on ethics.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Introduction to International RelationsPerspectives, Connections, and Enduring QuestionsRed Globe Press
Undergraduate students in most preliminary courses in international politics are introduced to realist, liberal, and constructivist
approaches, supplementing this theoretical introduction with conceptual discussions of the state, international system, and/or
decision-making and policy formation. By the end of their college experience, undergraduate IR majors will engage coursework
more narrowly focused on an empirical outcome, such as war, economic integration, development, or migration. These advanced
courses are directly linked to modern research agendas and graduate level course material, usually with few references to the
theoretical paradigms taught in introductory classes. This volume seeks to bridge the gap between what is taught in early
undergraduate education and what is created by scholars, uniting abstract theoretical principles with practical contemporary policy
and testable empirical questions.
This is a first edition core text for freshman/sophomore-level courses on International Relations—the second largest course market
in political science. Introduction to international politics courses typically have multiple goals. On the one hand, instructors seek to
introduce students to the discipline through readings and discussions of foundational theoretical perspectives and ongoing
debates. On the other hand, instructors seek to help students become informed participants in policy debates about foreign policy
and international politics issues by highlighting pressing contemporary issues. Effectively addressing both concerns requires more
than simply including both topics in the course syllabus or in a textbook. It requires making systematic linkages between theory
and policy. This is a long standing challenge in international politics, one raised many years ago by Alexander George in Bridging
the Gap in which he called for greater communication between academic scholars and practitioners. This text seeks to link theory
and policy in an organized and efficient fashion that does not ignore or slight the conceptual discussion of international relations or
simply chase newspaper headlines. Chapters are organized around “Global Challenges and Policy Responses.” The challenges
are presented as concrete policy problems relevant to the theme of the chapter. The discussion of responses emphasize concrete
actions being taken or proposed by international organizations, the foreign policies of key states, international agreements, and
actions taken by NGOs. Theoretical insights are used to help students understand challenges, think about solutions, and learn
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from the past.
Great Powers and World Order encourages critical thinking about the nature of world order by presenting the historical information
and theoretical concepts needed to make projections about the global future. Charles W. Kegley and Gregory Raymond ask
students to compare retrospective cases and formulate their own hypotheses about not only the causes of war, but also the
consequences of peace settlements. Historical case studies open a window to see what strategies for constructing world order
were tried before, why one course of action was chosen over another, and how things turned out. By moving back and forth in
each case study between history and theory, rather than treating them as separate topics, the authors hope to situate the
assumptions, causal claims, and policy prescriptions of different schools of thought within the temporal domains in which they took
root, giving the reader a better sense of why policy makers embraced a particular view of world order instead of an alternative
vision.
This textbook provides an introduction and guide to contemporary international affairs. The authors present basic concepts and
theories that are useful for making sense of contemporary debates and challenges in international politics. They use current
events and recent history to demonstrate how states and other actors interact with each other across national borders. Major
topics include international cooperation, security and conflict, trade, and international law and human rights.
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